
The crisp breeze of autumn has arrived in Napa Valley. The last grapes were picked on 
September 25th and fermentations are progressing in the cellar. Now is the time for the 
winemaking team to take a deep breath and start thinking about blends. We’re constantly 
walking the cellar, checking tanks, and tasting each wine to see how the flavors in the grapes 
are transforming with a little help from the yeast. Come the first week of November, we’ll be 
spending our days formally evaluating each individual tank and determining the composition 
of our blends. We refer to this process as assemblage and it’s one of my favorite parts of the 
year.  It’s the exciting time when all the complex pieces of this year’s vintage come together. 
 
Vintage 2019 came in rather quickly. Heat during the first week of picking meant all the Pinot 
Noir was ripe at the same time but it was a challenge the team readily accepted. Tasting those 
tanks now I see a lot of beautiful, ripe berry flavors. Chardonnay took a little longer to ripen. 
The clusters were bigger, with juicy berries and bright acidity. When I taste those wines, I get 
excited for blending the Blanc de Blancs. In all, 2019 was another fantastic harvest and I’m 
excited to start crafting the wines and get ready for bottling.
 
As 2019 draws to a close, I’d like to take a moment to thank all of you for being part of our Mumm Napa family. I wish a very 
happy holiday season to you, your families, and friends. We are honored to have your support and for Mumm Napa to be on 
your holiday tables. 
 
Cheers!
Tami
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Our 2015 Devaux Ranch blend features 
the quintessential sparkling wine 
combination: Chardonnay and Pinot 
Noir, grown on rolling hills of our estate 
vineyard in the Carneros region.

Aromas of grilled bread, apricot, orange, 
white plum, and a hint of spice greet 
you on the nose. Ten percent of the 
Chardonnay in this blend fermented in 
oak, and the resulting spice carries into 
the creamy palate. Notes of lemon 
custard, cherry, and orange lead into 
a smooth and toasty finish.

Sautéed shrimp served over linguine with a lemony 
cream sauce would be perfect with this wine.

2015 DEVAUX RANCH

In order to make this Blanc de Noirs, we send 
the grapes directly into the presses and gently 
press the juice away from the skins, trying to 
minimize any color pick-up in the process. 
The juice is then fermented in stainless steel 
tanks at cool temperatures to maintain the 
bright fruit characters of the grapes. 

The pale, coppery hue of this wine gives 
away its Pinot Noir roots, and so does 
the red fruit on the nose. Aromas of 
cherry, strawberry, apple, and peach are 
complemented by yeasty pie crust and 
almond notes.

Pair this wine with salmon or halibut for a 
combination that shines.

2015 BLANC DE NOIRS

100% PINOT NOIR

RS: 1.07% (BRUT)

RETAIL: $50     CLUB RE-ORDER: $35

52% CHARDONNAY, 48% PINOT NOIR

RS:  1.03% (BRUT)

RETAIL: $48     CLUB RE-ORDER: $34

93% PINOT MEUNIER, 7% PINOT NOIR

RS: 1.14% (BRUT)

RETAIL: $45     CLUB RE-ORDER: $32

Pinot Meunier is one of the three celebrated grapes of Champagne, but it is not planted widely in Napa 
Valley. Meunier is unique in that it matures a little faster than Pinot Noir or Chardonnay, both on the 
vine and in the bottle. It is one of the first varieties we pick each year and doesn’t require quite as much 
time on the yeast in order to develop its full potential.

The nose on this wine is bright and fresh, showing aromas of strawberry, apricot, white plum, red 
apple, orange blossom, and melon, with toasty yeast notes playing a supporting role. 

Make Thanksgiving leftovers even better with a glass of Sparkling Pinot Meunier. Add our spiced 
cranberry spread for a match made in heaven.

2016 SPARKLING PINOT MEUNIER
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Devaux Ranch is our estate vineyard in Carneros. It 
sits on 110 acres of rolling hills and is named for our 
founding winemaker, Guy Devaux. The vineyard is 
planted to all four varieties used in Mumm Napa 
sparkling wines: Chardonnay, Pinot Noir, Pinot 
Meunier, and Pinot Gris. Each year we create a 
single vineyard blend that expresses the best of that 
particular vintage. Although the blend is always 
changing, we aim to let the unique character of the 
vineyard shine. In special years, we bottle some of 
the blend in magnums.

This wine has an incredibly complex nose, 
with aromas of peach, pear, white cherry, 
orange blossom, and toasty, fresh baked 
bread. The bright acidity is 
complemented by a creamy 
mid-palate with notes of cherry 
and orange zest, and a long, round 
finish with lingering toasty notes.

Big bottles call for big fun! 
Celebrate the holiday season with 
friends, family, and this special 
bottle. This will pair nicely with 
roasted turkey, creamy cheeses, 
or a festive seafood boil.

Our signature Brut Reserve is a blend of Pinot Noir 
and Chardonnay that showcases the ripe fruit 
flavors characteristic of Napa Valley and the 
benefits of extended yeast aging.

Our Brut Reserve grapes are harvested by hand at 
night or during the cool morning hours to ensure 
they arrive at the winery in pristine condition. To 
create the rich style we seek for Brut Reserve, we 
age 10-15% of the wine in French oak for 10-12 
months before it is blended with the non-oaked 
wines and bottled for the second fermentation in 
bottle. Brut Reserve spends 48 months en tirage, 
which fosters its complex personality.

Ripe, full, and concentrated, our 
Brut Reserve boasts an intriguing 
and complex nose of toast, 
coconut, hazelnut, mocha, toffee, 
and oak spice. Deep and rich, yet 
thoroughly refreshing on the 
palate, its creamily textured, 
multilayered flavors of ripe Fuji 
apple, red plum, fresh cherry, 
vanilla, and honeysuckle segue into 
an extremely long, complex finish.

Pairs wonderfully with richly 
flavored foods, such as duck 
and veal.

2014 DEVAUX RANCH 1.5L BRUT RESERVE 1.5L 

60% PINOT NOIR, 40% CHARDONNAY
RS: 1.00% (BRUT)

RETAIL: $90    CLUB RE-ORDER: $63

63% CHARDONNAY, 19% PINOT NOIR, 18% PINOT MEUNIER

RS: 1.01% (BRUT)

RETAIL: $125     CLUB RE-ORDER: $88

Library Selections – 15% off, all others – 20% off.

Enjoy 30% discount on November Club re-orders through December 31, 2019



RSRV Blanc de Blancs 2013 is exclusively made of 
Chardonnay from the Cramant terroir, one of the 
17 villages from Champagne ranked Grand Cru. 
Located in the heart of Côte des Blancs, this 
vineyard – property of Maison Mumm since 1882 – 
benefits from ideal weather conditions and a chalk 
soil, adding liveliness and elegance to the delicacy 
of Chardonnay. 

2013 is widely considered to be an excellent vintage 
for Chardonnay in Champagne. It was one of the 
latest harvests since 1988, with picking delayed until 
October due to late flowering in July. The vintage is 
rich in sugar, revealing a both creamy 
and lively wine. 

The color is light and bright with delicate bubbles. 
The nose reveals scented notes of citrus, fresh 
flowers, and white fruits. The attack 
is elegant and subtly mineral with a 
creamy texture leading to an intense 
expressive finish. Produced in 
limited quantities, RSRV Blanc de 
Blancs’ bottle has a distinctive 
narrow neck allowing the wine 
to develop more slowly for a 
longer preservation.

RSRV Blanc de Blancs pairs 
perfectly with seafood and 
white fish. Try with oysters, 
lobster, sushi, or scallops.

2009 RSRV BLANC DE NOIRS2013 RSRV BLANC DE BLANCS

An emblematic cuvée which represents the best of 
a terroir, a grape variety and a year. RSRV Blanc 
de Noirs 2009 is a champagne with a distinctive 
personality, characterized by elegance and 
aromatic complexity.

The summer of 2009 was hot, dry, and sunny, 
offering ideal conditions to bring the grapes to 
optimum ripeness. Light showers created welcome 
freshness for the vines in September, immediately 
prior to the start of harvest. Grapes were pressed 
on site using Maison Mumm’s historic press, the 
very first it acquired in 1843.

The distinctive character and minerality of this 
terroir produces a frank, powerful Pinot Noir, 
giving this champagne its elegance and complexity. 
Distinguished by aromas of yellow fruit and hints 
of toast and brioche, this champagne 
reveals great intensity and length 
on the palate. 

The liquid is deep yellow with 
glints of gold. It also reveals subtle 
smoked notes, rounded out by 
aromas of vanilla, pear marmalade, 
and butter croissant. 

Enjoy with mature Comté cheese, 
dried fruit, or grilled almonds, 
as well as white meat and 
game birds.

100% CHARDONNAY
RS: 0.60% (BRUT)

RETAIL: $85   CLUB RE-ORDER: $60

100% PINOT NOIR
RS: 0.60% (BRUT)

RETAIL: $85   CLUB RE-ORDER: $60

Library Selections – 15% off, all others – 20% off.

Enjoy 30% discount on November Club re-orders through December 31, 2019



The 2012 growing season was as close 
to ideal as they come. Warm days and cool 
nights allowed for great flavor development, 
while maintaining bright acidity. 2012 was 
also especially abundant, allowing us to 
blend and share that bounty with you.

This wine shows some beautiful aging 
notes, with yeasty bread aromas leading 
into a medley of Meyer lemon, 
strawberry, red apple, and honeysuckle, 
complemented by toasted almonds and 
oak spice. Balanced acidity on the attack 
leads to a creamy mid-palate with spiced 
apple, citrus, and a round, toasty finish. 

The rich creaminess of this wine would pair nicely 
with a wild mushroom risotto.  

2012 DVX

Eleven lots of Pinot Noir and Chardonnay 
were selected for this wine, including five 
lots which were fermented in oak barrels 
to add richness and spice. While most of 
the blend was disgorged after 5-6 years on 
the yeast, a small portion of this wine was 
held back for extended tirage aging.

After 10 years of aging, this wine shows 
rich aromas of brioche, fresh cream, red 
apples, and toasted hazelnuts. The frothy 
mousse gives way to flavors of toasted 
bread, spiced apples, and plum compote. 
The long finish showcases the impact 
of the yeast, with soft, creamy, and 
toasty notes. 

Enjoy with a plate of rich, creamy cheeses, or roasted 
chicken or pork.

2005 DVX EXTENDED TIRAGE

50% CHARDONNAY, 50% PINOT NOIR

RS: 0.78% (BRUT)

RETAIL: $90     CLUB RE-ORDER: $63

50% PINOT NOIR, 50% CHARDONNAY

RS: 0.89% (BRUT)

RETAIL: $70     CLUB RE-ORDER: $49

52% PINOT NOIR, 48% CHARDONNAY

RS: 0.95% (BRUT)

RETAIL: $80     CLUB RE-ORDER: $56

2014 was a gorgeous year for sparkling wines. For the first time since 2004, harvest started in July. 
The small addition of red wine to the blend shifted the personality of the wine in favor of Pinot Noir, 
without sacrificing the elegance of the Chardonnay.  

Elegant aromas of strawberry, cherry, pear, and orange are accented with yeasty biscuit notes and a 
hint of oak. The finish is long and complex, with notes of oak spice and fruit, inviting you back for 
another sip. 

November brings the start of Dungeness crab season in Northern California and nothing pairs 
better with this wine than fresh cracked crab.

2014 DVX ROSÉ

Library Selections – 15% off, all others – 20% off.

Enjoy 30% discount on November Club re-orders through December 31, 2019



The story of the exceptional RSRV series begins in 1838, when Maison Mumm first sourced Pinot Noir grapes from Verzenay - an exceptional 
vineyard in the northern part of the Montagne de Reims. Two years later, the House decided to acquire its first plots in the village, making 
Verzenay its historic terroir of choice, and Pinot Noir its signature grape variety. Since then, the Champagnes Maison Mumm produces from 
this Grand Cru are authentic expressions of their heritage, terroir and savoir-faire. These exceptional Champagnes have always been reserved 
for a circle of insiders—a tradition perpetuated for nearly 200 years by Maison Mumm’s chairmen, who personally gifted the House’s finest 
cuvées. The Cellar Master set aside these superb bottles, noting the initials “RSRV” in his cellar books.

The new millennium brought with it new iconic vintages: 2008 for the emblematic Blanc de Noirs from Verzenay; 2012 for the Blanc de Blancs 
from Cramant. Unique by nature, both these Champagnes are the fruit of a single terroir, a single grape variety and a single year. In 2016 they 
were reborn under the name RSRV. RSRV Blanc de Noirs and RSRV Blanc de Blancs were soon joined by the elegant RSRV Rosé Foujita and 
harmonious RSRV Cuvée 4.5, then the legendary 2006 vintage RSRV Lalou. These five Champagnes, all 100% Grand Cru, constitute a unique 
collection symbolizing almost two centuries of excellence, destined for discerning connoisseurs. The wines require a minimum of three to six 
years’ rest in the cellars—and more than ten years in the case of RSRV Lalou—in order to fully reveal their personalities.

ABOUT G.H.MUMM RSRV

1-800-MUM-NAPA   |  1-800-686-6272 
MUMM_CLUB@MUMMNAPA.COM    |    MUMMNAPA.COM

P.O. DRAWER 500, 8445 SILVERADO TRAIL, RUTHERFORD, CA 94573

SPICED CRANBERRY SPREAD HOLIDAY HOURS

In the 1800s visitors would leave 

a “visiting card” with its corner 

folded down, signifying that the 

recipient was a friend of the 

House. This practice inspired 

the modern label’s folded corner. 

Today, we are pleased to 

welcome you into the 

prestigious “RSRV Club”, 

as a friend of the Maison.

Pairs with 2016 

Sparkling Pinot Meunier

SERVINGS: 12

TOTAL TIME: 35 MINUTES

5 C fresh cranberries
�/� C apple cider
�/� C brown sugar
�/� C maple syrup
�/� C honey
�/� tsp ground cinnamon
�/� tsp ground cloves

THANKSGIVING 
Closed

CHRISTMAS DAY 
Closed

Heat cranberries, cider, and sugar in a saucepan over medium heat. 
Bring to a boil, then simmer for 10-15 minutes, stirring occasionally. 
Add remaining ingredients. Bring back to a boil over medium heat, 
then reduce heat and simmer for 10 more minutes. 

Cover and chill for 8-24 hours. Serve with turkey or spread on fresh rolls. 
Enjoy with a bottle of Sparkling Pinot Meunier for an elevated, 
yet crowd-pleasing Thanksgiving dish!

“ONLY THE BEST ”
– GEORGES HERMANN MUMM

CHRISTMAS EVE
10AM–3PM, Last Seating 2:30PM

NEW YEAR'S DAY 
Closed


